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INT. CITY CENTRE PARK. DAY

Training shoes laces are tied, calves are stretched, shoulders loosened,
door entry fob bracelets adjusted. The Staff Lunchtime Jogging team
stretch and bend. Standing in small clusters of twos and three, about
twenty people are warming up

TITLE: Circuit One 

MIKE (forties) is demonstrating his trainers to JIM (forties)

MIKE
So as I run it feeds information to my watch 

JIM
The shoe does? 

MIKE
Impact pressure, accumulated distance. I'm 
about point three P. S. I. harder left foot to
right

JIM 
They feed information to the watch?

MIKE
Heart rate, speed...

JIM
Not as much information as they feed to the 
rest of us 

MIKE
... Lactic acid profile 

JIM
... gullibility, Monthly disposable 

MIKE
Look you're an idiot

JIM
And you talk like Tarzan but run like Jane

The two of them are the first of the group to begin the circuit
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HAWKINS (Female. Forties) is standing in the middle of the group. ALEX
(Male. Fifties) stands next to her

HAWKINS
On the spot

Hawkins begins running on the spot. Alex copies. Hawkins, noticing jogs
even faster. Alex copies, Hawkins jogs even faster. Alex increases his
speed, maintaining it for a short while before he has to slow down.
Hawkins smiling slows her pace down

HAWKINS
The fight is won or lost far away from
witnesses, behind the lines, in the gym and 
out there on the road, long before I dance
under those lights

ALEX
Yes Miss

HAWKINS
Muhammed Ali

ALEX
Yes Miss. Rumble, young man rumble 

Uptempo music starts very low

STAN (fifties) stuffs a face cloth inside his trainers 

STAN
My arches are killing me. Back and forth 
circles all day 

SUSAN
What are you doing? 

STAN
Padding. I need to get some new ones anyway. 
Saw some neoprene superlightweight the other
day 

SUSAN
Why don't you just take a day off?  
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STAN
What would it look like? If security aren't 
jogging? But someone from accounts is? What
does that say?

SUSAN
It says I'm just someone from accounts to you

Susan runs off

Stan slips the trainers back on and jogs to catch Susan up 

SPITFIRE (Early twenties) running at full speed bursts through the
middle of the group, scattering them

SPITFIRE
(shouting)

As hard as you want, want to they call me 
spitfire 

STAN 
Spitfire?? He's quick today 

Stan jogs off after him 

SUSAN
Natural runners you see

Susan jogs after them

Slowly, raggedly the group, all twenty-odd runners begin to jog

HAWKINS
And mouse mats. Not sure why. Can we make them 
less tempting?

ALEX
Probably 

HAWKINS
Are you taking notes? I mean how can you jog 
and take notes?

Alex stops running, pulling a notepad from his socks

HAWKINS
No don't stop running don't stop

Alex runs to catch up
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ALEX
Sorry 

HAWKINS
What I meant is I should just let you 
concentrate on your run. It is your lunch
break

ALEX
I don't mind taking notes. I have the paper 

HAWKINS
Human resources state all employees must have 
forty-five minutes a day. Legally. They state
that. One wonders in today's day and age 
whether a P A is required?

ALEX 
Now I can read almost every word I write 

HAWKINS
Maybe your employment can go to four days a 
week if you can't manage?

ALEX
I can manage, I can manage. I'll be writing 
and jogging at my desk soon

HAWKINS
Yes. We can talk about it at my party. What 
time will you getting there?

ALEX
Ouch. Stone in my shoe. I'll catch you up

As Alex stops Hawkins speeds up to catch up with Spitfire

HAWKINS
I saw a herd of ladybirds earlier

Spitfire doesn't respond 

HAWKINS
Glad to see you here
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SPITFIRE
Gay people jog as well you know

HAWKINS
Do you have children? Children would really 
enjoy your humour 

SPITFIRE
I’m gay

HAWKINS
Well what’s that got to do with it? 

SPITFIRE
Well if I'd known this was the topic of 
conversation I'd have been to these forced
marches longest time ago

Lights on the back of Mike's shoes entrance Jim

JIM
Are the lights supposed to be flashing?

MIKE
Are they flashing? Are they flashing? It could 
be the U S B port is blocked

JIM
You are kidding me?

MIKE
Well of course they need an initial U S B 
charge, don't be bloody stupid

Glancing at his display panel watch

MIKE
It's my P H balance. I need to sort out my P H 
balance

JIM
Right

The Shoe lights continue to flash

JIM
Go on then
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MIKE
It might be the port's blocked?

Mike hops along on one leg as he checks the U S B port

MIKE
Jesus. It's dogshit

JIM
Your U S B port won't like that

Mike stops to clean it. Hawkins and Spitfire are approaching

HAWKINS
The health of a company can be measured by the 
health of its employees

SPITFIRE
Goebbels?

HAWKINS
You are a provocative one aren't you? We need 
to promote you

SPITFIRE
They brought you here for this kind of 
thinking?

HAWKINS
My predecessor described managing this company 
as like riding a rollercoaster whilst trying
to pour minestrone soup through the eye of a
needle with hot, evil oil being poured into 
your eye 

SPITFIRE
Your predecessor was an idiot who ran this 
company into the ground

HAWKINS
You didn't get on?

SPITFIRE
His analogy was we were to be the alert fox 
company amongst the competitor chickens
companies 

HAWKINS
Well my lunchtime running club has led to 
three percentage points throughput increase in
my six weeks

SPITFIRE
Fittest, sharpest roadkill ever?

SPITFIRE
It's said a fox is at its most alert moments 



before it's ripped to death by the dogs

HAWKINS
Perhaps my job is to turn foxes into dogs. 
Have I invited you to my party?

SPITFIRE
Fancy dress?

HAWKINS
Jim, Mike

Jim nods as Hawkins and Spitfire pass
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MIKE
Dogshit

SPITFIRE
Love you to Mike

Mike blows Spitfire a kiss

MIKE
Your bum does look big in that

Hawkins throws a look over her shoulder

MIKE
Not you, yours is fine. I mean... it's not.. I 
mean

JIM
(to Mike)

Expect a homophobia training email presently, 
just after the email about our sexual
harassment policy

HAWKINS
Fancy dress is twenty minutes of what a great 
idea followed by hours of discomfort. It might
be better to conceive of it as more of an away
day than a party

Spitfire sprints away

INT. CITY CENTRE PARK. DAY

TITLE: Circuit Two

Susan and Alex jog together

SUSAN
Is it true that she's so tight she had same
sex children to save on clothing bills?

ALEX
I think she spreads these rumours herself. You
don’t do something without letting someone
know you’ve done it

SUSAN
The energy to be that organised?  If I’m
clever enough to be organised to create a
plan, I'm lucky in that I’m not stupid enough
to stick to it

ALEX
Are you going to her party?

SUSAN
I was hoping no one would mention it. Do you 



think she'd notice?

ALEX
It's my job to notice and feed my noticing on 
to her so she notices. I better go catch her
up. So are you coming to her party? 
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INT. CITY CENTRE PARK. DAY

A bunch of the Staff Lunchtime Jogging team jog past. Mike and Jim are
hurriedly eating

JIM
Spitfire!! Spitfire! Over here mate

Spitfire jogs towards them

SPITFIRE
Carb Load before or after not during

JIM
You not even out of breath

SPITFIRE
The only people who see me huffing and puffing 
are my training partners and my bedroom
partners and you are neither

JIM
Give me a kiss

MIKE
Saw you chatting with our dear leader. Getting 
to know each other?

SPITFIRE
Perhaps

MIKE
Don't mess with this one Spit

JIM
You’re a car parked smack in the middle of a
strictly no parking spot. And she’s going to
come and tow you away

SPITFIRE
What are you wearing?

MIKE
If I get any more shit about these shoes! I'm 
ready to just roll it up. I swear I'm going to
hurt somebody 
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SPITFIRE
To her party? What are you wearing? Are you 
going as a sexist homophobe?

MIKE
You do have a nice arse

SPITFIRE
Sorry it's fancy dress not go as you are isn't 
it!

Stan and Susan approach

SPITFIRE
I hear you're going as a Black Ops veteran out 
of Danang province Stan

STAN
Going where?

SPITFIRE
Hawkins' fancy dress party

JIM
It is not fancy dress?

SPITFIRE
Just been talking to her

STAN
I love fancy dress. Not sure what i'll go as

MIKE
Why is she having a fancy dress party? What is 
she doing? What does it mean?

SPITFIRE
We don't know what it means but this I do 
know, The route to meaning is not always
direct

Hawkins and Alex are jogging. Alex stumbles but carries on writing as he 
jogs

HAWKINS
Get a pronunciation guide for me. Feng Shwee, 
Fong Shoi

ALEX
Can I just read back the last point to make 
sure I got it correct? 

HAWKINS
The little dip cause a stumble?

ALEX
You want to move the factory three feet to the 



right, turning it through three degrees to
increase the potential for dynamic regrowth?
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HAWKINS
Don't be ridiculous. Five degrees. Five. We 
must get that dip filled in also. Take that
note

INT. CITY CENTRE PARK. DAY

TITLE: Circuit Three

Susan, Stan, Jim, Mike and Spitfire jog

JIM
I'm not falling for it

SPITFIRE
What is the sacked startled worker look?

JIM
Remember when you said we were all moving to 
Korea? Language Lesson Lunchtimes?

SPITFIRE
That was impressive, you have to give me that? 
And your Korean is fantastic, credit to you 
there

MIKE
I did hear them talking about fancy dress as 
they passed

SUSAN
She is a turnaround expert

JIM
How is that relevant? Is fancy dress part of
the massive management turnaround strategy? 

SUSAN
If we can get someone to go for us then we
don't have to go. There must be a student 
person willing to wear a chicken suit and
drink beer and get paid. Brilliant idea fancy 
dress 
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JIM
Only Batman, the funky chicken,  Hulk and the
Ghostbusters can turn this company around? We 
can rebuild it we have the technology? How's
your P H levels Mike?

Mike checks his watch 

MIKE
Good

JIM
Good

Jim speeds up

JIM
My pocket vibrating like crazy so lets get 
this last circuit done so I can get back to my
emails

The others look at Spitfire

SPITFIRE
Check if you don't believe me

He jogs away

Mike, Stan, and Susan race to be the first to speak to  Alex and
Hawkins. They run slightly in front of Hawkins and Alex, jogging
backwards to speak. Jim follows slightly behind the pack 

SUSAN
I think fancy dress is a fantastic idea

Hawkins looks at Alex. Alex looks at Hawkins

ALEX
You do?

SUSAN
We all do. Is it themed?

MIKE
I said there will be a theme. Marvel versus DC 
perhaps? Cbeebies characters?
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JIM
Great titans from history?

Spitfire joins them

SPITFIRE
No despots. People who are open to new ideas

Spitfire eyes Hawkins and then slowly he increases his speed. Hawkins
responds. Slowly the whole group are running faster

SPITFIRE
Great bosses from history. Gandhi, Mandela, 
Brian Clough

Susan manages to turn around, Mike falls over and narrowly avoids being
trampled. Stan out of breath stops

The remainders. Alex, Spitfire, Susan, Jim and Hawkins are now sprinting

SUSAN
I... like... the... idea... of... animals 

Jim stops

JIM
Fuck this for a P H level

HAWKINS
Dogs or Foxes?

Susan stops

SUSAN
Dogs. There are more dogs

HAWKINS
Dogs or foxes? 

SPITFIRE
People who can move a crowd and also move with 
the crowd, the will of the people

ALEX
I can research fox types

Hawkins eyes the line of trees approaching. Alex exhausted has to stop 

HAWKINS
Dogs or foxes?

Hawkins slowing down is breathing heavily 
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HAWKINS
Dogs or Foxes? What is it going to be?

Spitfire eases up slowly and Hawkins crosses the line of trees first

Hawkins, hands on knees breathes heavily. Spitfire is not out of breath
at all

Slowly the others cross the line of tree

HAWKINS
The theme is dogs or foxes. You can be a dog 
or you can be a fox

SUSAN
Like Vicars and ... you know?

SPITFIRE
Exactly

HAWKINS
(simultaneously)

Exactly

Spitfire smiles and jogs away

The End


